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 “The painter should know which type of painting is suitable for him and limit himself to 
this type.” – Louis chevalier de Jaucourt

The paintings in this exhibition are a reaction to an anxiety that developed after several 
years of making similar paintings over and over again, not so much as a conceptual 
strategy, but as a compulsion, an endgame, something that I haven’t been able to 
control or break out of. I wanted to apply the anxiety generated through this type of 
repetition to the process of painting; to make the same painting over and over again in a 
single work, to have one body of work generate two (or more???).  – Ned Vena

Clifton Benevento is pleased to present its second solo exhibition of New York-based 
artist Ned Vena. In an exhibition comprised of ink blotter paintings and acid-etched 
security glass panels, Vena’s newest body of work reveals a practice traversing 
painting, sculpture and site-specific installation mediated by issues of materiality and 
minimalism, of abstraction and technical process.

Upon entering the gallery, one is confronted with walls of acid etched glass. Foreclosing 
the entry space and urging viewers to circumnavigate the work, the materials of Vena’s 
glass panels recall the artist’s earlier interests in elements of industrial materials 
processed through a street vernacular of graffiti. To create these new security glass 
panel works Vena throws acid at large panels of security glass the way a painter might 
pour paint on a canvas – gesturing to mark making strategies, rooted both in 
conceptualism and vandalism.

After the initial acid application a second piece of glass is pressed on the first panel and 
then removed to create a second object with the same etched mark.  Deploying and 
problematizing the grid pattern embedded in the glass, the panels are arranged 
asymmetrically and presented side-by-side to embrace an economy of means akin to a 
Rorschach pattern.  Vena’s acid etched glass plays with associations of the readymade 
and obfuscates the material controls frequently associated with industrial goods.

Further expanding the artist’s interest in industrial materials and material economy, 
Vena presents a new body of canvas paintings using Garvey violet price marking ink. 
 Pressed through a stencil over two different pieces of canvas stretched atop each other 
on the same set of stretcher bars, the highly saturated ink records a single painterly 
gesture on two different surfaces simultaneously.  The canvasses are then separated 
and the top one is re-stretched onto a new set of same-sized stretcher bars. The result 
is two formally different works from a single painterly application of medium:  one on a 
raw canvas and the other on a primed surface.  Suggesting an interest in production, 
seriality and repetition but not through photographic or digital means, both paintings 
contain gestural similarities resulting from a single process.



Ned Vena has had recent solo exhibitions at White Flag Projects (St. Louis, MO), 
Société, (Berlin) and Michael Benevento (Los Angeles). Group exhibitions at 
international galleries and museums include Frac Auvergne, Clermont-Ferrand, (France 
), Xavier Hufkens, (Brussels), The Journal, (NY), Barbara Gladstone (NY) and Curating 
the Contemporary (with Joseph Montgomery), (Basel).  Ned Vena (b.1982) lives and 
works in Brooklyn, New York.

The exhibition will run from April 28 – June 16, 2012; opening reception is Saturday, 
April 28 from 5-7pm.  The gallery is located at 515 Broadway between Spring and 
Broome streets, New York, NY.  Tuesday-Saturday, 11am-6pm.  For more information 
please contact Michael at mc@cliftonbenevento.com. 
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